The control problem examined is to stablize a large, spaceborne Cassegrain telescope. Modal gain factors and known characteristics of disturbances are used to determine which structural modes affect line -of -sight (LOS) the most and are candidates for active control. The approach is then to: (i) actively control /maintain alignment of optical components; (ii) place structural control actuators for optimum impact on the selected modes for active vibration control; (iii) feed back the best available estimate of LOS error for direct LOS control. Local analog loops are used for high BW control; multivariable digital control for lower BW control. The control law is synthesized in the frequency domain using the characteristic gain approach. Robustness is measured by employing conicity, which is an outgrowth of the positivity approach to robust feedback system design.
Introduction
Within the next decade a number of spaceborne applications of very large optical systems will evolve for both scientific and military purposes. The associated structures supporting the optical elements will be light weight, i.e., will have structurally flexible optical benches /metering trusses. Disturbances generated on -board the spacecraft and interactions of the flexible structure with the attitude control system will cause line -of -sight (LOS), focus and wavefront errors. Unless appropriate countermeasures are employed, these effects will degrade the optical performance of the system. Depending on the particular application and the types of disturbances present, some of these adverse effects can be mitigated through passive damping and disturbance isolation. For precision optical stabilization, however, active control of the structure is required. This paper will present an approach to optical structure control.
Problem
The control problem examined is to stabilize a large, spaceborne Cassegrain telescope. Significant wideband disturbances are present, originating on the spacecraft from other equipment and from spacecraft reorientation maneuvers. The locations of actuators and sensors together with appropriate control methodologies must be determined to reduce open loop (i.e., uncontrolled) LOS and wavefront errors to a specified level. The resulting design must be suitable for implementation in space, i.e., large numbers of actuators and sensors and excessive computational requirements must be avoided.
We intend to demonstrate the feasibility of the design approach by conducting a laboratory experiment on a structure similar to a scaled version of the telescope. A possible structure is shown in Figure 1 . A segmented primary mirror is located at the bottom of the structure and a secondary mirror is located near the top. In the laboratory set -up, a low power laser beam is injected into the secondary mirror. Measurements assessing control system effectiveness are then performed on the outgoing beam as it is reflected from the primary.
S. System Design Approach
The design approach is to maintain the appropriate alignment between the optical elements by controlling relative displacements and tilts up to some frequency (bandwidth) with six alignment actuators per mirror element. Structural control actuators and sensors embedded in some of the members of the optical structure damp out vibrations at higher frequencies, i.e., in excess of the bandwidth of the mirror alignment control system. Direct LOS feedback from an "internal" LOS sensor located on the structure is used to trim out the remaining LOS error. The methodology for determining actuator and sensor locations and required control bandwidth is presented in Sections 4 and 5.
Introduction
Within the next decade a number of spaceborne applications of very large optical systems will evolve for both scientific and military purposes. The associated structures supporting the optical elements will be light weight, i.e., will have structurally flexible optical benches/metering trusses. Disturbances generated on-board the spacecraft and interactions of the flexible structure with the attitude control system will cause line-of-sight (LOS), focus and wavefront errors. Unless appropriate countermeasures are employed, these effects will degrade the optical performance of the system. Depending on the particular application and the types of disturbances present, some of these adverse effects can be mitigated through passive damping and disturbance isolation. For precision optical stabilization, however, active control of the structure is required. This paper will present an approach to optical structure control.
Problem
We intend to demonstrate the feasibility of the design approach by conducting a laboratory experiment on a structure similar to a scaled version of the telescope. A possible structure is shown in Figure 1 . A segmented primary mirror is located at the bottom of the structure and a secondary mirror is located near the top. In the laboratory set-up, a low power laser beam is injected into the secondary mirror. Measurements assessing control system effectiveness are then performed on the outgoing beam as it is reflected from the primary.
S. System Design Approach
Typical alignment actuators are voice coil type linear motors. Alignment sensors are TRW developed SAMS (surface accuracy measurement system) sensors: the positions of laser or light emitting diodes (LEDs) attached to the mirrors are measured by sensor heads that focus the LED images onto two orthogonal photo-diodes. All six degrees of freedom of each mirror's motion may be measured by accounting for geometric relationships among the LEDs. Figure 2 illustrates the SAMS sensor schematically.
Structural actuators are piezoelectric actuators embedded within some of the longeron elements of the structure shown in Figure 1 . They are composed of several parallel (ganged) piezoelectric stacks as shown in Figure 3 . Associated structural deformation sensors can be eddy current sensors, strain gauges, linear velocity transducers, or fiber optic interferometers. Typical alignment actuators are voice coil type linear motors. Alignment sensors are TRW developed SAMS (surface accuracy measurement system) sensors: the positions of laser or light emitting diodes (LEDs) attached to the mirrors are measured by sensor heads that focus the LED images onto two orthogonal photo-diodes. All six degrees of freedom of each mirror's motion may be measured by accounting for geometric relationships among the LEDs. Figure 2 illustrates the SAMS sensor schematically.
Structural actuators are piezoelectric actuators embedded within some of the longeron elements of the structure shown in Figure 1 . They are composed of several parallel (ganged) piezoelectric stacks as shown in Figure 3 . Associated structural deformation sensors can be eddy current sensors, strain gauges, linear velocity transducers, or fiber optic interferometers. Control inputs for some of the structural actuators can be provided by local analog loops for high bandwidth control action; additional coupled loops are closed through a multivariable digital controller.
Mirror alignments are controlled by a multivariable digital control system, biased to a set -point. Interacting loops are closed around alignment actuators, SAMS type sensors, and an optical line -of -sight (LOS) sensor providing an estimate of the true LOS. Local analog loops are closed around actuators, feeding back force and /or velocity signals for linearizing actuator response to multivariable control commands.
Wavefront errors in an outgoing beam are detected by a wavefront sensor mounted to the back of the secondary mirror in an actual telescope. Based on these measurements, wavefront errors are corrected by deforming the surfaces of the primary mirror segments with figure control actuators which apply forces to the back of the mirror face sheet at a number of different points. Figure 4 shows a top -level system block diagram when the telescope is used in an outgoing beam mode (beam expander). It emphasiszes that the true LOS of an outgoing beam cannot be measured onboard a non -rigid spaceborne telescope but can only be measured by an external observer. True LOS data can thus not be used for feedback, and for a laboratory demonstration it can only be used to measure system performance. The diagram also shows that while the wavefront control system uses dedicated actuators and sensors, interaction between the LOS /structural control system and the wavefront control system does exist. Figure 5 shows a more detailed system block diagram for a laboratory demonstration.
System Modeling
The modeling process for the optical structure can be broken into two main parts: determination of LOS and wavefront errors given structural /mirror motion; and determination of structural /mirror motion given a disturbance. If all is linear, these two sets of sensitivities can simply be multiplied together to obtain an overall transfer function. The creation of a design model using the linearity assumption is described here. Performance assessment requires more complex, nonlinear models.
The first part of the modeling problem involves computing matrices, S, of sensitivities of the LOS and wavefront errors to physical motions of optical components. Though a complete derivation of sensitivities for a complex system is beyond the scope of this paper, an example is the sensitivity of LOS to angular motion of a fiat mirror (S =2).
To first order, the two components of the LOS, Mx and OBy, are functions of rigid motions, q, of optical components mounted on the structure:
The wavefront, however, is a function of flexible, as well as rigid, motion of components. To estimate the wavefront, the errors across the surface of any mirror can be decomposed into a set of basis functions such as Zernike polynomials, Chebyshev polynomials, or influence functions of control elements. The decomposition must account for the discrete nature of the simulated motions as only a few points on the surface are available from the finite element model. The wavefront error is then computed, to first order, as a linear function of the polynomial coefficient vector z:
RMS Wavefront Error = SwF z, z=z(q) (2) In the second part of the modeling problem, namely computing the physical coordinates q, a finite element model is used to describe the dynamics of the optical structure: 
Control inputs for some of the structural actuators can be provided by local analog loops for high bandwidth control action; additional coupled loops are closed through a multivariable digital controller.
Mirror alignments are controlled by a multivariable digital control system, biased to a set-point. Interacting loops are closed around alignment actuators, SAMS type sensors, and an optical line-of-sight (LOS) sensor providing an estimate of the true LOS. Local analog loops are closed around actuators, feeding back force and/or velocity signals for linearizing actuator response to multivariable control commands.
Wavefront errors in an outgoing beam are detected by a wavefront sensor mounted to the back of the secondary mirror in an actual telescope. Based on these measurements, wavefront errors are corrected by deforming the surfaces of the primary mirror segments with figure control actuators which apply forces to the back of the mirror face sheet at a number of different points. Figure 4 shows a top-level system block diagram when the telescope is used in an outgoing beam mode (beam expander). It emphasiszes that the true LOS of an outgoing beam cannot be measured onboard a non-rigid spaceborne telescope but can only be measured by an external observer. True LOS data can thus not be used for feedback, and for a laboratory demonstration it can only be used to measure system performance. The diagram also shows that while the wavefront control system uses dedicated actuators and sensors, interaction between the LOS /structural control system and the wavefront control system does exist. Figure 5 shows a more detailed system block diagram for a laboratory demonstration.
The modeling process for the optical structure can be broken into two main parts: determination of LOS and wavefront errors given structural/mirror motion; and determination of structural/mirror motion given a disturbance. If all is linear, these two sets of sensitivities can simply be multiplied together to obtain an overall transfer function. The creation of a design model using the linearity assumption is described here. Performance assessment requires more complex, nonlinear models.
The first part of the modeling problem involves computing matrices, S, of sensitivities of the LOS and wavefront errors to physical motions of optical components. Though a complete derivation of sensitivities for a complex system is beyond the scope of this paper, an example is the sensitivity of LOS to angular motion of a flat mirror (S=2).
To first order, the two components of the LOS, A0X and A0y , are functions of rigid motions, q, of optical components mounted on the structure:
In the second part of the modeling problem, namely computing the physical coordinates q, a finite element model is used to describe the dynamics of the optical structure: where M is the generalized mass matrix, K the stiffness matrix and F represents the applied forces /torques. After solving the usual eigenvalue problem, typically with the help of NASTRAN, the relationship between the physical coordinates q and the modal coordinates , is given by: (4) where is the matrix of mode shapes, i.e., its columns are the normalized (with respect to M) eigenvectors. Then in terms of the modal coordinates t the dynamics of the structure is described by where M is the generalized mass matrix, K the stiffness matrix and F represents the applied forces/torques. After solving the usual eigenvalue problem, typically with the help of NASTRAN, the relationship between the physical coordinates q and the modal coordinates 77 is given by: q = (4) where $ is the matrix of mode shapes, i.e., its columns are the normalized (with respect to M) eigenvectors. Then in terms of the modal coordinates fj the dynamics of the structure is described by
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1-2271=4,TF (5) where the matrix 11 = diag(wi) and w¡ is the frequency of the ith mode. For linear analysis, modal damping 2S;w;iii may now be added to each mode as an approximation to the actual, nonlinear coupled damping of a structure. Typical values for çi are between 0.2% and 2% depending on the particular structure.
From equations (1) and (4), the sensitivity of the LOS to structural modes can then be expressed by 4181 De = SLos f (6) In the frequency range of interest (0-500 Hz), the finite element model may contain hundreds of flexible modes. However, most of these modes are insignificant. Most of the LOS error is typically concentrated in very few, reasonably well defined global modes. In structures, like the one under consideration, more than 95% of the energy is likely to be accounted for by less than 10 modes for every decade of frequency, starting with the first global mode. To avoid unnecessary computation, a design model is chosen consisting of a selected set of flexible modes that describe the essential dynamic properties of the structure. The set of modes selected depends strongly on the disturbances expected on the structure. Gain factors (modal participation factors) provide a convenient way to combine the structural properties with the disturbance spectra for mode selection. The gain factor between a disturbance input and the LOS for mode i is defined by:
where ODi is the mode shape at the disturbance input location, ¢LOST is an element from the ith column of the matrix SLOSH, and w; is the natural frequency of mode i. The significance of a mode in the overall problem is determined by its significance in the-presence of the set of disturbances being applied to the structure. Thus the important quantity to evaluate for a mode is: D= dl,d2...dn Weighted G-factor = max G;PDi LOS =ex ey (8) where n is the number of separate disturbance inputs and PDi is the power spectral density of disturbance D at wi. Figure  6 shows an example of mode selection by this method.
Next, sensor and actuator locations must be chosen to provide adequate observability and controllability of the important modes. Structural control actuators are placed acting along structural members, avoiding any need for reaction mass and any interference with the optical train. Gain factors are used to find effective actuator locations by computing and ranking gain factors to the LOS for each structural member (truss element) under consideration, that is:
where a and b are the nodes of the structural member endpoints and i are the important modes previously identified. The set of structural members with the highest G-factors that provides controllability of the important modes is chosen for placement of the structural member actuators. where the matrix H = diag(o;i) and c^ is the frequency of the ith mode. For linear analysis, modal damping 2^17} may now be added to each mode as an approximation to the actual, nonlinear coupled damping of a structure. Typical values for $ are between 0.2% and 2% depending on the particular structure.
From equations (1) and (4), the sensitivity of the LOS to structural modes can then be expressed by
In the frequency range of interest (0-500 Hz), the finite element model may contain hundreds of flexible modes. However, most of these modes are insignificant. Most of the LOS error is typically concentrated in very few, reasonably well defined global modes. In structures, like the one under consideration, more than 95% of the energy is likely to be accounted for by less than 10 modes for every decade of frequency, starting with the first global mode. To avoid unnecessary computation, a design model is chosen consisting of a selected set of flexible modes that describe the essential dynamic properties of the structure. The set of modes selected depends strongly on the disturbances expected on the structure. Gain factors (modal participation factors) provide a convenient way to combine the structural properties with the disturbance spectra for mode selection. The gain factor between a disturbance input and the LOS for mode i is defined by:
where <t>-Q\ is the mode shape at the disturbance input location, ^LQSI *s an element from the ith column of the matrix SLQS$> and k>i is the natural frequency of mode i. The significance of a mode in the overall problem is determined by its significance in the-presence of the set of disturbances being applied to the structure. Thus the important quantity to evaluate for a mode is:
[ D=dl,d2...dn 1 Weighted G-factor = max GiPDi T r*c /) /) where n is the number of separate disturbance inputs and PDi is the power spectral density of disturbance D at u^. Figure  6 shows an example of mode selection by this method.
where a and b are the nodes of the structural member endpoints and i are the important modes previously identified. The set of structural members with the highest G-factors that provides controllability of the important modes is chosen for placement of the structural member actuators. Optical sensing systems provide information over large distances without using excessive hardware or creating optical interference. Hence sensors are not limited to structural members. The process of sensor selection is the same in principle to that of actuator selection, except that more, and more complicated, "locations" must be considered.
The addition of sensors and actuators modifies the dynamic properties of the structure (through added weight and modified stiffnesses of structural members). The next step is therefore to update the finite element model of the structure by including the actuator and sensor characteristics. The selection of important modes, actuator and sensor locations must then be revalidated.
Modes selected for the control design model must include those that are important to the LOS and wavefront errors and, in addition, those that may become important to the actuator /sensor transfer function. When choosing design model modes, G-factors are also weighted by the mode's proximity to the control bandwidth, since modes near the open loop gain crossover have a greater impact on stability margins.
To create the design model one first converts the modal representation of equation (5) Optical sensing systems provide information over large distances without using excessive hardware or creating optical interference. Hence sensors are not limited to structural members. The process of sensor selection is the same in principle to that of actuator selection, except that more, and more complicated, "locations" must be considered.
Modes selected for the control design model must include those that are important to the LOS and wavefront errors and, in addition, those that may become important to the actuator/sensor transfer function. When choosing design model modes, G-factors are also weighted by the mode's proximity to the control bandwidth, since modes near the open loop gain crossover have a greater impact on stability margins.
To create the design model one first converts the modal representation of equation (5) for the L selected modes into a linear state space representation of the structure, and then into a linear transfer matrix representation G0 (s), with G0(s) defined by L is the number of modes retained, and Bi (2 x m) and Ci (k x 2) are matrices of mode shapes of the jth mode at the m actuator locations and the k sensor locations, respectively.
Y(8)=G0(s)F(s) (10) where the vector F(s) includes all inputs (control actuators and disturbances) and Y(s) includes all outputs (LOS, WF, all other sensors). Go(s) is
Go(s) is now combined with the transfer functions of the actuators and sensors (finite bandwidth devices) to yield an analytic expression for the "plant" transfer matrix G(s), i.e.,
where Gs(s) is the transfer matrix for the k sensors and Ga(s) is the transfer matrix for the m actuators.
It is well known that finite element models of structures may be considerably in error at frequencies above the fundamental global modes of the structure. To obtain a sufficiently accurate design model, identification of the structural modes through testing is frequently required.
Control System Design
Our control law design algorithm for LOS vibration suppression is physically motivated. The premise is that the way to control LOS is to measure and control LOS errors as directly as possible. As described in the previous section, this is accomplished by selecting actuator and sensor locations at points on the structure which are strongly displaced by the same modes that affect LOS the most. where
the vector F(s) includes all inputs (control actuators and disturbances) and Y(s) includes all outputs (LOS, WF, all other sensors). G0 (s) is given by
where
L is the number of modes retained, and Bj (2 x m) and Cj (k x 2) are matrices of mode shapes of the jth mode at the m actuator locations and the k sensor locations, respectively. G0 (s) is now combined with the transfer functions of the actuators and sensors (finite bandwidth devices) to yield an analytic expression for the "plant" transfer matrix G(s), i.e.,
where Gs (s) is the transfer matrix for the k sensors and Ga (s) is the transfer matrix for the m actuators.
Control System Design
Our control law design algorithm for LOS vibration suppression is physically motivated. The premise is that the way to control LOS is to measure and control LOS errors as directly as possible. As described in the previous section, this is accomplished by selecting actuator and sensor locations at points on the structure which are strongly displaced by the same modes that affect LOS the most. Option (i) is impractical because it is sensitive to plant uncertainties. Hence the only real option is (ii).
Bandwidth Determination
LOS control performance requirements establish the control system bandwidth (BW). If one assumes small generalized displacements, LOS motion sensitivity is closely approximated by a linear function of optical train component motion. By appending the LOS function to a finite element modal model as described by equation (6), disturbance power spectral densities (PSD) can be mathematically propagated through the optical structure to obtain the PSD of the LOS error. Rootmean-square (RMS) LOS error contributions as a function of frequency are determined by integrating the LOS PSD over frequency bands of interest. Ideally, the required LOS control bandwidth is the minimum frequency cam such that all LOS power below wm is zeroed by the control system and all power above w,,, ( i.e., the integral of the LOS PSD curve from wm to co) does not exceed the allowed percentage of remaining vibration.
Realistically, the required LOS control bandwidth we is higher than cam for at least two reasons. First, infinite loop gain at all frequencies below cam is physically impossible, so that all power below wm can not be zeroed out entirely. Secondly, and more important, the roll -off of the open loop gain cannot occur arbitrarily fast. The average loop gain roll -off rate for linear control is typically limited to be between 30 and 33 db /decade. This means that for a 1000 to 1 vibration reduction ratio, the ratio between we and Wm can be expected to be between 1.7 and 2 decades (46:1 to 100:1).
The system configuration is specified from LOS control performance requirements. All bending modes below and around the crossover frequency we will be affected by the LOS controller, but the degree to which a bending mode needs to be affected depends on its disturbability by external forces and torques and its influence on the LOS. A measure of disturbability is the degree to which a bending mode's energy appears in the LOS motion PSD discussed earlier. With the intent of synthesizing good LOS measurement and actuation, all modes below we are numerically ranked according to their contribution to the LOS PSD. All modes with high percent (e.g. greater than 0.1 %) contributions to the LOS motion power are defined as critical modes.
Trades between actuator and sensor bandwidth, sampling period and computational delay are straightforward from knowledge of wc. The approach is to create a phase lag budget at wc. The phase components are:
The phase lag of most actuators and sensors may be approximated by a = tan -1 Pc /watt) and ç, = tan -1 (wc /waens)
The phase lag due to structural modes ¢ST is 180 °, assuming position feedback and the sign of the mode shape is known.
The phase lag contribution of a sample and hold circuit in a digital control loop may be approximated by Option (i) is impractical because it is sensitive to plant uncertainties. Hence the only real option is (ii).
LOS control performance requirements establish the control system bandwidth (BW). If one assumes small generalized displacements, LOS motion sensitivity is closely approximated by a linear function of optical train component motion. By appending the LOS function to a finite element modal model as described by equation (6), disturbance power spectral densities (PSD) can be mathematically propagated through the optical structure to obtain the PSD of the LOS error. Rootmean-square (RMS) LOS error contributions as a function of frequency are determined by integrating the LOS PSD over frequency bands of interest. Ideally, the required LOS control bandwidth is the minimum frequency cc;m such that all LOS power below o;m is zeroed by the control system and all power above wm ( i.e., the integral of the LOS PSD curve from um to oo) does not exceed the allowed percentage of remaining vibration.
Realistically, the required LOS control bandwidth uc is higher than um for at least two reasons. First, infinite loop gain at all frequencies below u>m is physically impossible, so that all power below um can not be zeroed out entirely. Secondly, and more important, the roll-off of the open loop gain cannot occur arbitrarily fast. The average loop gain roll-off rate for linear control is typically limited to be between 30 and 33 db/decade. This means that for a 1000 to 1 vibration reduction ratio, the ratio between wc .and u;m can be expected to be between 1.7 and 2 decades (46:1 to 100:1).
The system configuration is specified from LOS control performance requirements. All bending modes below and around the crossover frequency u>c will be affected by the LOS controller, but the degree to which a bending mode needs to be affected depends on its disturbability by external forces and torques and its influence on the LOS. A measure of disturbability is the degree to which a bending mode's energy appears in the LOS motion PSD discussed earlier. With the intent of synthesizing good LOS measurement and actuation, all modes below c<;c are numerically ranked according to their contribution to the LOS PSD. All modes with high percent (e.g. greater than 0.1%) contributions to the LOS motion power are defined as critical modes.
Trades between actuator and sensor bandwidth, sampling period and computational delay are straightforward from knowledge of u>c . The approach is to create a phase lag budget at u>c . The phase components are:
The phase lag of most actuators and sensors may be approximated by fa = tan" 1 (we/a;.*) and fa = tan' 1 (wjw^.
• The phase lag due to structural modes ^ST is 180 ° , assuming position feedback and the sign of the mode shape is known.
The phase lag contribution of a sample and hold circuit in a digital control loop may be approximated by
where u\.T8 is the bandwidth sampling period product.
-45°S
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The phase lag due to computational delay Ta at frequency co, is
The phase lead OL of a reasonable (noise limited) compensator is between 60 ° and 65 °.
Hence, if one assumes the desired closed loop damping ratio of the system is S 0.3 (i.e., open loop phase margin OM 40 ° ), then one must choose T. < Td and such that
Os /h +Os +Oa +OST + Oct -OIL = 180° -OM =140°( 15)
Control Law Design
With the bandwidth, gain, sampling period, and computational delay requirements set, a sampled -data model of the plant is developed.
MacFarlane's multivariable frequency domain design approach [8] can be used to design the digital compensator of a square plant. Robustness considerations (because of model uncertainty) are discussed in section 5.3. The approach can be explained by considering the feedback system in Figure 8 . 
With the bandwidth, gain, sampling period, and computational delay requirements set, a sampled-data model of the plant is developed.
MacFarlane's multivariable frequency domain design approach [8] can be used to design the digital compensator of a square plant. Robustness considerations (because of model uncertainty) are discussed in section 5.3. The approach can be explained by considering the feedback system in Figure 8 . (17) where the last step can be made because A and C are diagonal. Thus it is seen that if W and V are used to "align" the dynamics of H with G, then the filters c; can be designed to compensate the characteristic gains Ai. The approach works with sampled data systems.
W and V are complex functions of frequency. So in practice, they are replaced with constant real matrices Aw and Av which approximate W and V at the crossover frequency.
The design steps are listed below: (i) Square down the system using the pseudo-inverse of the transfer matrix to decouple the system at zero frequency. [7] Classical gain and phase margin obtained by breaking the control loops one -at -a -time can be misleading when evaluating the sensitivity of strongly coupled control loops. There are at least two important reasons for this. Case 1: If the control loops are not a priori decoupled, the classical methods provide zero information about the margin against simultaneous control loop variations. Case 2: If the control loops are a priori decoupled, the classical methods provide zero information about the margin against errors in the decoupling law.
Robustness Considerations
Particular difficulty arises in controlling flexible body dynamics, such as the present large optical system, because current models of flexible body dynamics are not usually quantitatively accurate. Large variations in modal frequency, modal damping and mode shapes can generally be expected. Yet mode shapes virtually define loop coupling. Since the control loops of flexible body systems are strongly coupled at resonance, uncertainty in the mode shape at resonance induce equivalent simultaneous loop gain variations in case 1. Moreover, since the true mode shapes define the exact coupling at resonance, and hence the exact decoupling law, errors in the decoupling law will exist whenever approximate mode shapes are used. Very special precautions must therefore be taken when interpreting classical gain and phase margin in multivariable flexible body systems.
References [2 -6] document methods of determining sensitivity to simultaneous loop variation and errors in the decoupling laws. However, the easy-to-compute methods yield overly conservative estimates of stability margins, which ultimately affect performance /cost. The distinguishing feature among the methods is the degree of conservatism in the estimate. Generally, the less conservative the results, the more complex to compute. An accurate but easy to compute estimate is therefore desirable. where the last step can be made because A and C are diagonal. Thus it is seen that if W and V are used to "align" the dynamics of H with G, then the filters q can be designed to compensate the characteristic gains Aj. The approach works with sampled data systems.
The design steps are listed below:
Square down the system using the pseudo-in verse of the transfer matrix to decouple the system at zero frequency.
(ii) Find the characteristic gains of the "squared" uncompensated open loop system.
(iii) Design the compensator H:
-Find the left and right alignment matrices, A w and Ay which decouple the system at the crossover frequency. (In an actual implementation, Aw and Ay would be measured rather than computed).
-Find the diagonal characteristic gain compensator C(s).
-Then compute H = AWCAV.
(iv) Find the characteristic gains of the fully compensated open loop system.
(v) Check robustness as described next and verify closed loop disturbance response.
Robustness Considerations [7]
Classical gain and phase margin obtained by breaking the control loops one-at-a-time can be misleading when evaluating the sensitivity of strongly coupled control loops. There are at least two important reasons for this. Case 1: If the control loops are not a priori decoupled, the classical methods provide zero information about the margin against simultaneous control loop variations. Case 2: If the control loops are a priori decoupled, the classical methods provide zero information about the margin against errors in the decoupling law.
References [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] document methods of determining sensitivity to simultaneous loop variation and errors in the decoupling laws. However, the easy-to-compute methods yield overly conservative estimates of stability margins, which ultimately affect performance/cost. The distinguishing feature among the methods is the degree of conservatism in the estimate. Generally, the less conservative the results, the more complex to compute. An accurate but easy to compute estimate is therefore desirable. The proposed method is first to evaluate the inequality with c = 1.25 and r = 0.75, and then evaluate the inequality with c = 1.816 and r = 1.5. The stability margin test is to satisfy the condition with c = 1.25 and r = 0.75 at all frequencies below the control bandwidth, and satisfy the condition with c = 1.816 and r = 1.5 at all frequences above the control bandwidth and at all bending frequencies. Any system satisfying this test will have the stability margins one usually associates with:
rigid body: ± 37 ° , t 6dB flexible body: ± 56 °, f 10dB
Moreover, one actually has a generalized gain and phase margin. If the inequality is satisfied:
Arbitrary simultaneous gain -phase loop variations in each channel that are less than the indicated margins will not destabilize the system.
Arbitrary input to output gain variations caused by decoupling law errors that are less than the gain margins will not destabilize the system.
The bounds described are accurate in the sense that a loop error violating the allowed gain and phase variation can be found that will destabilize the system. If the structural dynamic model uncertainty initially exceeds these variations the model must be improved through system identification until it lies within these variations.
Design Verification
Verification of the design is first accomplished by simulation using high fidelity models of actuators, sensors and structure.
As mentioned earlier, system identification tests may have to be conducted to obtain good structural models. This is readily feasible for medium sized structures on the ground, but is more involved, though feasible, for large structures in space (i.e., system identification testing before operation).
Secondly, the design approach may be verified through ground testing on a scaled -down structure, as in the case described here. However, such a test cannot totally simulate conditions in space. Isolating the test structure from ground is one of the problems: isolation springs offer a partial solution. Separation of rigid body motion effects from structural deformation /jitter effects is another problem. In the present case the system is a unity magnification system, so that displacement or rotation of the structure as a rigid body will have no effect on the output beam.
The fundamental question in design verification of control systems for large, spaceborne optical structures is whether we can predict on -orbit behavior with present structural modeling and identification practices. The design and ground test of such a system is the first important step. The next step is demonstration of the same system in space. Once it is known how well we can construct mathematical models on the ground that predict on -orbit behavior, design verification of large structure control systems in space can be separated into ground verification by simulation and on -orbit parameter identification for final control law tuning.
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The stability margins implied by the condition:
F [R(I + CHOUGH] < 1, for all frequency, wherẽ a [.] denotes maximum singular value, R = rl, and C = cl can easily be evaluated with most current software packages. The condition results from the application of the Conic Sector Theorem [1, 5] .
The proposed method is first to evaluate the inequality with c = 1.25 and r = 0.75, and then evaluate the inequality with c = 1.816 and r = 1.5. The stability margin test is to satisfy the condition with c = 1.25 and r = 0.75 at all frequencies below the control bandwidth, and satisfy the condition with c = 1.816 and r = 1.5 at all frequences above the control bandwidth and at all bending frequencies. Any system satisfying this test will have the stability margins one usually associates with:
rigid body: ± 37 ° , ± 6dB flexible body: ± 56 °, ± lOdB Moreover, one actually has a generalized gain and phase margin. If the inequality is satisfied:
Arbitrary simultaneous gain-phase loop variations in each channel that are less than the indicated margins will not destabilize the system. Arbitrary input to output gain variations caused by decoupling law errors that are less than the gain margins will not destabilize the system. The bounds described are accurate in the sense that a loop error violating the allowed gain and phase variation can be found that will destabilize the system. If the structural dynamic model uncertainty initially exceeds these variations the model must be improved through system identification until it lies within these variations.
Design Verification
Verification of the design is first accomplished by simulation using high fidelity models of actuators, sensors and structure. As mentioned earlier, system identification tests may have to be conducted to obtain good structural models. This is readily feasible for medium sized structures on the ground, but is more involved, though feasible, for large structures in space (i.e., system identification testing before operation).
Secondly, the design approach may be verified through ground testing on a scaled-down structure, as in the case described here. However, such a test cannot totally simulate conditions in space. Isolating the test structure from ground is one of the problems: isolation springs offer a partial solution. Separation of rigid body motion effects from structural deformation/jitter effects is another problem. In the present case the system is a unity magnification system, so that displacement or rotation of the structure as a rigid body will have no effect on the output beam.
The fundamental question in design verification of control systems for large, spaceborne optical structures is whether we can predict on-orbit behavior with present structural modeling and identification practices. The design and ground test of such a system is the first important step. The next step is demonstration of the same system in space. Once it is known how well we can construct mathematical models on the ground that predict on-orbit behavior, design verification of large structure control systems in space can be separated into ground verification by simulation and on-orbit parameter identification for final control law tuning.
